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6 Balls
and 4
Beaters

WashABall
More action ; Less pollution

Simplify your life!
Doing well your laundry, using less
soap, avoiding the use of a softener,
and yet obtaining a soft, perfectly
clean and easy to iron textile is easy.
All you need is to add washing balls
and beaters inside the washing
machine, with the laundry.

How does it work?
Added to the laundry, the balls and beaters in elastomer act as true laundress. They beat, expand, and rub
the laundry without damaging it, making it go more often in the water, both during washing and rinsing cycles.
Consequently, we need less soap, and we programme « economy wash » to save water.
Washing balls are used with day-to-day laundry. Washing beaters are used for heavier laundry, such as
sheets, curtains, stuffed clothes (e.g. skiing coats and pants) and thick material (jeans) etc… The association
of both can be used with every laundry.
Both balls and beaters can be used in the drying machine, although beaters are recommended. They
accelerate the drying and save you time and your dryer energy.
Balls and beaters are ideal for linen (sheets, towels, curtains, squares, etc), and results are more visible on
thick material. They are not recommended for fragile items such as underwear and tights.
Clothes washed with the balls are well preserved, and remain like new.
Allergies to soap are reduced as material is perfectly well rinsed.

Beats and mixes your laundry!
SAVE ON CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
ACCELERATE DRYING
These balls and beaters were designed to :
Resist chemicals
Resist temperature
Resist time (hard-wearing for private use)
Accelerate drying
ACTION: As the laundress, they beat and mix linen, improve soap diffusion, and
accelerate drying.

USE
WHITE AND COLOURS
WITH OR WITHOUT PRE-WASH
Insert 6 balls and 4 beaters in the washing machine
Reduce the soap dose
Reduce the softener dose (or even suppress softener)
Start usual programme

preserve nature

Balls and beaters remain in the washing machine safely.

What does it cost ?
These rubber made laundress are long-lasting, the investment is
reasonable. Thanks to the washing balls and beaters, you will save
water all life long, as well as some soap at every wash and your
clothing will be cleaner and softer.
Look at your bills ! : If using the economy wash function, you will
observe significant decrease of your consumption of water, and with a
dryer, you will save 10-15 min every time, especially with heavy
material. Also, you will save at least 20% of all products you use
(soap, softener, bleach, etc)

Softer, Cleaner, Suppler

For 2/3 kg (4/7 pounds) of clothes, halve the number of balls and beaters.
Wool : 4 / 5 balls
Don’t do it systematically
DRYING 4 beaters.
Note
It is just as if you put little hands in the machine to rub your clothes.
To clean working overalls, double the number of balls and beaters.
Be careful! Don’t let the balls go behind the cuve.
(It is under your responsibility)

Add little hands in the machine
to rub the clothes

